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About This Content
Said to be the most successful training aircraft ever produced, the Cessna 172 Skyhawk first entered production in 1958, since
when more than 40,000 have been built. The ‘N’ model was introduced in 1977 and featured an upgraded engine, with additional
options such as air conditioning and larger fuel tanks becoming available before the introduction of the model ‘P’ successor.
Developed by Carenado, the FSX: Steam Edition version of the C172N Skyhawk is a beautifully detailed aircraft ideal for VFR
flying. This pack includes four paint schemes and two models, with and without fairings. (Fairings are externals features which
cover gaps and spaces between parts of an aircraft in order to reduce drag).

Features:
External dynamic shadows, internal dynamic shadows on VC, normal mapping, specular mapping and bloom lights
Polygon optimized model
Interactive virtual cockpit
Animations include ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, rolling wheels, doors, pilot’s window, tilting co-pilot seat, sun
visor, fresh air control and vibrating antenna
3D modelled pilot and cockpit area
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Details include pitot pressure chamber, antennas, chocks, pitot tube cover
Custom panel and gauges
Realistic light effects on gauges
Nightlight effects on panel
Real weight and balance
4 paint schemes
2 models: with and without fairings
Normal and Emergency Procedures PDF
Reference document
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Title: FSX Steam Edition: Cessna C172N Skyhawk II Add-On
Genre: Simulation
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Carenado
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Flight
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017
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I *strongly* recommend this game. While it's short (took me about 4 hours to complete), the art style and story are top notch. I
love the little nods to previous adventure games (e.g. the fight against a certain tropical sherrif? - amazing), and I love the, for
lack of a better word, positivity that permeates throughout the characters and story.
Great game at great value!. This game was absolutely beautiful and a treat to explore. Since it has several different endings, it
has a lot of replay value and I can really appreciate the strangeness and challenge of it all. Sure, it was a bit frustrating at times,
but it made it all the more rewarding when you finally overcome that obstable. It seems like this game has a lot of meaning and
thought put into it and I really appreciate that. It almost feels like the ending received says something about the player. It starts
you out in a calm, soothing environment for the first two stages then things start to get gradually darker and darker. It's truly a
work of art and I deeply wish that this game was a lot more popular because it deserves it.. Absolute rubbish it doesnt work.
How do i get my money back?. For an old game this has a great mix of RPG and strategy elements.. An absolutely delightful
platformer, I honestly can't recommend it enough. Gameplay is super fun, and there's a great pace to it as it steadily gets more
and more difficult. It certainly is reminiscent of Super Meat Boy, but I think Slime-San is different enough to stand strong on
it's own. There's an incredible amount of content here for what it is, with plenty of extra modes like Speedrunning or Boss Rush,
plenty of ways to customize your game experience, plenty of diverse areas, unlockable arcade games parodying games that range
from Doom to Mario Kart, New Game +, and a town & home to explore and encounter so many wonderful, charming, quirky
characters. All of this in addition to the base game, 100 levels w/ 4 rooms each and some pretty dang cool bosses. To top it off,
an incredible chiptune soundtrack. You can really feel the love the developers put it in. Seriously, you should get this game..
Fun, interesting, good setting, and with tongue-in-cheek aspects I enjoyed.
As with so many HOG-adventure type games, the story is straightforward, and the bad guys are obviously bad (Evil Viziers R
Us in this case), but I found it a good combination of fluff and puzzles. Nothing wrong with a few Aladdin-Raiders of the Lost
Ark tropes and feels!
I fully recommend this game to HOG-adventure lovers.. Initial note-For those having trouble getting the files, I had the same
issue however I found a solution (worked for me):
right click on RPG Maker MV in your library>properties>local files tab>click [verify integrity of application files]
I've been listening to to the set of BGM files soon after I managed to get everything download, and have thoroughly enjoyed
each one.
More impressive though, was not just the genuinely great music, but the great set of ME's.
The hardest resource to find for RPG development sound wise is ME's, and the set available with this is really great-not just for
story heavy RPG's.
Sound effects on the other hand are disappointing. It's obvious these were just generated by the same or similar program I usewhich is free and flexible\/easy enough to customize your own sounds with. Short of a couple like the cat\/dog\/car etc which
you could find on free sound resource sites.
It wouldn't be as bad\/distracting if this didn't feel like just a weak attempt to inflate the value of the product, and knowing I'd
be able to generate sounds closer to what I was looking for myself. (These aren't unique sounds that were designed\/recorded
etc).
Besides the sounds though, the music and ME's are enough for me to be happy with the price paid for the package, and I'll be
looking forward to more of this artist's future work.. Amazingly enjoyable to just play with particles, thank you very much for
making this. It will be my go to demo of VR.. Because there's no middle-ground rating system, I have to give this game a
thumbs down mainly because the majority (like me) do not have VR, for which this game seems better suited. I'm sure those
who are really into this genre will like this game enough, and the price is definitely right, but I had issues with it.
- The "story" is in the store description, and not all that much is revealed while playing other than "secrets" you find that reveal
things in the short notes of the acheivements earned. Strange.
- The teaser trailers (not the one on the store page) show better graphics and have a lot more in them than at least the first hour
of the game. Very misleading.
- The key rebinding in the game's launcher is largely irrelevant, only the "jump" entry is actually used for item interaction in
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game. Confusing.
- The mouse sensitivity is extremely high with no game setting available, so you have to adjust your own mouse dpi. Annoying.
- I did run into a couple of bugs. One was an npc was stuck running into a wall; I could even put a barrel under him. Two was on
the esc menu screen the mouse cursor disappeared, requiring alt+f4 to exit the game.
- It really does look and feel like this game was designed for VR first.
This game seems to have an interesting backstory and all, but for some reason it's just not presented to you and wants to rely
more on atmosphere and tension scares. So if you're just looking for scary, especially in VR, you'll probably have a better time.
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I bought this because I figured having an offline, dedicated software platform would be more convenient than some of the
online logo generators I've tried in the past. However, it's actually quite difficult to use. For example, I'd like to include a book
in the logo I'm making. There are a few in the clipart objects, but how am I supposed to locate them? I can't search by text or
tags, and the groupings don't really make sense-- e.g., one of the book icons shows up in the 'Human' group. I'm not sure where
the others are grouped, but I found them in 'all objects.'
Altogether I don't think this will be very useful for making a professional logo, but I can see it being useful for people who just
need a quick and easy solution for adding clipart--maybe teachers putting together something for their classroom, or making
flyers to advertise something. I can also see young kids having fun with it. It reminds me a bit of a program called Printshop that
came loaded on my very first PC back in the early 90s.
For making logos on the cheap, however, I'd recommend logogarden.com, which will also let you download a vector version for
less than $10. As other commenters have already mentioned, vector is a necessity for professional quality, scalable logos..
Awesome doco but whoever did the sound mix needs to be shot. The music is constantly drowning out the dialogue and
considering this is a documentary where you... you know... want to hear what people are saying, it's bloody annoying. Still
recommended but be warned - you'll be straining the old ears a bit.. Game is broken, second scene crashes everytime, within
about 10 minutes. Can't get my money back because the error message kept me from closing the game for over 4 hours. DO
NOT BUY!!!. Not quality gameplay, but good to kill time.. Each time that I search a match the game crash!What should I do
help!!. The developers stopped updating 2 years ago with maybe 15% of an actual game here. MAYBE 15%. In the last 2 years
waiting for an update, I devised these creative yet terrible things to wish upon them. I hope that they...
are forced to live with the worlds smallest water heater,
burn their mouth on the first bite of a delicious meal,
step in a mysterious puddle with their socks every time they go into the bathroom,
watch a remake of whatever their favorite movie is, and its garbage,
wash something red with all of their white clothes,
get sand in their shorts without even getting the enjoyment of going to the beach,
get their order wrong at every restaurant,
speak with someone too ethnic to understand at any drive-thru,
always get raisins instead of chocolate chips,
turn their pillow over to the cool side, only to have it also be warm,
feel their cell phone vibrate in their pocket, only to have it not be there,
stub their toe, at least every other day,
always find out that they have no toilet paper only after dropping a deuce,
only be greeted by really sweaty handshakes,
get facebook notifications that are only game invites,
only dream about being at work whenever they sleep,
always get really warm water when they try to get a drink,
always get haircuts that are shorter on one side, but not notice untill after getting home,
have the slowest checkout line at a grocery store, regardless of length,
start to sneeze only to end up not sneezing,
always get 30 second, unskippable ads on youtube that load with no problem,
followed by a video that stops to buffer every 3-5 seconds
accidentally use their masterball on a pidgey, and corrupt their file when trying to reset,
only ever find handguns when they drop in their chosen battle royale,
always get ganked in dark souls pvp,
and finally, never be able to carry in their groceries into the house with a single trip.
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